
Update for 20th April 

SCHOOL CLOSURE WORK  

Sparrowhawks Class 

Dear Parent/carer 

Easter’s over – nose back to the grindstone please! Thank you for all your postings on Google 

Classroom over the last three weeks. There has been an incredible amount of hard work 

involved in getting to grips with this new learning platform and I am pleased to see almost all 

of you are now there and have uploaded something to share with us. If you would like to see 

inside the Google Classroom, I can link your email address to a pupil’s account.  

A couple of pupils were anxious about uploading work onto their GoogleDrive because they 

did not want their peers to see it. Rest assured, each pupil’s Drive is only accessed by their 

teachers – pupils do not see what another has uploaded. A selection of work and photos will 

be shared with Mrs Green and some will appear on the school website but consent has 

already been sought for this.  

The biggest difference to pupils’ learning going forwards remains the challenge that we’re 

not in the same room at the same time. Please know that I am still here, at the computer, 

waiting to hear from them. Pupils are able to ask me questions directly from the 

GoogleClassroom, just as they would be in the real world, by sending me an email.  

The biggest difference to you adults is that pupils will invariably ask you for help first! Please 

email me directly: sparrowhawks@tacolneston.norfolk.sch.uk no matter what your query is.  

I have uploaded a number of assignments for pupils to complete during the week. There are 

daily maths lessons, complete with videos. There is a fortnight-long writing unit that you can 

spread out how you like. There are one-off assignments for foundation subjects and a spelling 

list to be practised this week and tested next Monday. All of these are available on Google 

Classroom. In addition to these assignments: 

• please read every day for at least 20 minutes, including aloud to a grown-up and record 

this into the reading record.  

• read theory log-ins are also in homework books for reading comprehension practice. 

• there are three Times Table Rockstar challenges each week: who earns the most coins 

(gets the most correct answers); who makes the biggest improvement in recall speed 

(average time it takes to answer each question); biggest improvement in accuracy (% 

of questions answered correctly). The three winners are announced each Sunday on 

the GoogleClassroom stream. 

If you have any questions about any of the tasks, please use the class email. I look forward to 

hearing from you all very soon. 

Mrs Livermore      sparrowhawks@tacolneston.norfolk.sch.uk 
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